Atlas Copco Rental
offshore solutions

Sustainable Productivity
Our total solutions

At Atlas Copco Rental, we create total solutions for any temporary air, power, steam and nitrogen application. With over 50 years of experience in offshore energy, we know our ropes.

We do not just provide a machine: we think along with you and offer flexible, fast and efficient solutions. Our project engineers make sure you receive a made-to-measure solution and our service engineers can join on the journey to keep your installation in excellent working conditions. Whatever stage your project is in, we have a temporary solution to match.

Got a project coming up? We’ll handle it.
Contact Atlas Copco Rental 24/7.
A typical offshore rental project

Need air, nitrogen, power or steam?

Planned Project
- Back-up
- Pre- or decommissioning
- Testing
- Back-up air

Solution Design
- Made-to-measure
- Expert project engineers
- QHSE and certification
- All-in solution and quote
- Onshore factory acceptance test (FAT)

Logistics
- Local presence
- International fleet

Complete Installation
- Power
- Compressed air
- Nitrogen
- Steam
- Matching accessories for a complete installation

Equipment
- Atlas Copco technology
- Certified
- Designed for rental
- Sub-sea specialized equipment
- Designed for offshore use

Offshore service technicians
- 24/7 support
- Decommissioning
- Maintenance, offshore operators
- Training and supervision

Decommissioning
- 24/7 support
- (De)commissioning
- Maintenance, offshore operators
- Training and supervision

Customer satisfaction survey

A successful project
Our product offering

100% oil-free air
- Absolutely no risk of oil contamination in your end product
- Lower operational costs of compressed air
- No oil filters, so less intervention required
- DNV certified offshore lifting frames and containers

Oil-lubricated air
- The most energy-efficient compressors
- Compact and versatile
- Electric-driven or diesel-driven variants
- DNV certified offshore lifting frames and containers

Power
- Compact, space-saving and lightweight power generators up to 1450kVA
- Advanced paralleling controller and remote monitoring software
- Island or parallel operation possible
- DNV certified offshore lifting frames and containers

Nitrogen
- Stand-alone generator or in an installation with a compressor
- Streamlined and compact set-up
- Autonomous supply of on-site nitrogen with a purity levels between 92% and 99.99%
- DNV certified offshore lifting frames and containers

Steam
- Safe, reliable and energy-efficient installation
- Energy-efficient solution
- DNV 2.7-1 certified offshore container
- DNV certified offshore lifting frames and containers

Sub-sea specialized equipment
- Robust and safe equipment
- Offshore certified
- Certified and experienced technicians
- DNV certified offshore lifting frames and containers

Accessories
- We have matching accessories for every unit in our fleet, each of them certified, tested and approved for a safe installation. Some compressors come with integrated dryers, but for those that don’t, we have a matching adsorption or refrigerant dryer on hand. For complex set-ups, we have equipment such as transformers, heat exchangers and fuel management solutions.
- Matching accessories
- Tested and certified for a safe installation
- Solutions for complex set-ups
Your offshore partner

Atlas Copco Rental equipment comes certified for offshore use and is designed to be seaborne. All our offshore service engineers are certified according to all relevant norms and standards. In short: everything we do, is certified for offshore use.

Industries we serve:

Marine and Dredging
UXO Clearance
Underwater demolition
ROV power supply

Oil and Gas
Pipeline decommissioning
Marine growth removal
Platform emergency power

Renewables
Bubble curtain
Windfarm commissioning
Cable testing

... and many more

Certified Products
- DNV 2.7-1 certified
- Offshore containers
- NORSOK certified compressors and generators
- CE compliant equipment
- Certified lifting frames and slings
- ATEX Zone 2 certified

Certified People
- Basic Offshore Safety Induction and Emergency Training (BOSIET)
- Global Wind Organisation (GWO)

Certified Partner
- Atlas Copco Quality certificates: triple certification by Lloyd’s Register Quality Assurance
Atlas Copco Rental
Offshore competence centre

Norway, Stavanger
KNUT LARSEN
Country Manager at Atlas Copco Rental Norway
+47 9779673

Denmark, Esbjerg
MICHAEL NOHR-PETERSEN
Country Manager at Atlas Copco Rental Denmark

Belgium, Boom
MICHEL JASICA
Manager Offshore North Sea region
+32 0/ 3 401 67 36

Netherlands, Zwijndrecht
FRANK VAN DEN HEILIGENBERG
Sales Engineer Offshore, Oil & Gas Upstream
+31 (0)10 23 10 110

UK, Dundee
JAMES LESLIE
Sales & Operations Manager, Oil & Gas
+44 01382 878901

+45 43 45 46 11

Sustainable Productivity

We are committed to our customers and employees. We provide a global network of rental depots with reliable solutions and 24/7 support. We are triple certified for Quality, Environmental, and Occupational Health and Safety Management. This is what we call Sustainable Productivity.

Atlas Copco Rental
www.atlascopcorental.com